Life A f t e r
ReyKJavik
The opening session at Marxism Today's Left
Unlimited in November brought together
Denis Healey and Fedor Burlatsky to discuss
East-West relations post-Reykjavik. Fedor
Burlatsky was a leading aide to Khrushchev and
now enjoys a very close relationship with the
Gorbachev administration. He was a member of
the Soviet team at both the Geneva summit and the
Reykjavik mini-summit. Denis Healey is the
Shadow Foreign Secretary. We print below their
opening statements.
Burlatsky:
M believe
in new
tliinlcing, not
only in my
country but
in Western
countries too'

I

was in Reykjavik and first of all
let me tell you I was disappointed, very disappointed. Because we had a feeling after the
first day that there would be an
excellent agreement between Reagan
and Gorbachev. But I v/as not shocked
because I have taken part in many such
meetings over a long time and I can
understand what happened from the
historical point of view. But in my
opinion the position of both sides came
closer than at any time in the last 25
years, certainly since John Kennedy.
Gorbachev's dream and Reagan's
dream coincided in one point, the
possibility of going back to the past, to
the pre-nuclear age, to the feeling of
safety and security. Our proposal is the
total elimination of nuclear weapons.
And we see the first step as a 50%
reduction in strategic arms and the
total elimination of medium-range missiles in Europe. This was agreed by
both the Americans and the Soviets.
The sticking-point was the Strategic
Defence Initiative, SDl. People have
asked us why we are against this
programme, that perhaps it is better to
settle for those reductions anyway,
especially as we don't believe SDI will
be so effective.
There are three reasons, in my
opinion, why this is unacceptable. The
first is that nobody knows whether the
SDI programme will prove in the
future, in 10 or 20 years time, to be
defensive or offensive. The second
problem is that SDI is only the tip of the
iceberg. Because it means a new stage
in the arms race in all fields, since the
new technology involved will give
fantastic possibilities for this. The
third and main point is v/ill we go down
the road of SDI, with all that is
involved, or can we stop the arms race

and move towards the elimination of all
nuclear weapons?
As far as East-West relations are
concerned, we must change. As someone educated in law, I very much
appreciate the British legal principle
that presumes innocence until proved
guilty. Both sides must change their
view that we are enemies. We must use
the presumption of innocence: that the
other side doesn't want to blow you up
with nuclear weapons, that neither side
is crazy, that nobody wants to disappear from this planet. If we believe
that, then we can go back to the time
when there was real safety and real
security in the world.
Now I believe in new thinking: it is a
real fact in the Soviet Union, not only in
relation to foreign policy but with
regard to domestic policy, about
structural reform in our country. I
have dreamt about this for 30 years.
Therefore why can't I believe in new
thinking in the United States too? Why
not? I believe that both sides. East and
West, the United States and the Soviet
Union, have, from an objective point of
view, the same interest, to stop the
arms race. To stop, to say enough is
enough. Therefore I believe in new
thinking, not only in my country but in
Western countries too. And Rekyjavik
is the platform for a new step in
dialogue and negotiations.
Now I must say I was concerned about
the reaction of public opinion in the
United States and in Western Europe to
Reykjavik, even shocked. For when
Reagan came back to Washington after
the summit, he was attacked not only
from conservative people but from
liberal figures too. I remember the
article by Kissinger, who as you know
took part in detente in the 70s, in which
he criticised Reagan, especially be-

cause Reagan agreed with the elimination of all nuclear weapons. And the
same voice we hear from West European countries. Not from all commentators and not from all political leaders,
but unfortunately from many of them.
Now I understand that many people are
nervous, even afraid, because for 30
years or more, nuclear deterrence has
helped us to prevent a nuclear war. And
now maybe we'll agree, I don't know.
Maybe yes, maybe no - it depends not
only on us, but also on the American
side. Maybe we will agree about the
elimination of all nuclear weapons.
Now one fear concerns conventional

weapons in Western Europe. Gorbachev emphasised that we are also
prepared to discuss the problem of
conventional weapons, to make a big
reduction in these weapons. But this
notwithstanding, the risk of a nuclear
war is so great that the dangers
involved in peace without nuclear
weapons is nothing compared with this
risk. The second point of course
concerns Soviet and American rockets
in Europe. It seems very strange to us
that many West European political
leaders and commentators were
against this proposal, very strange
indeed, because it was Reagan's proposal, his zero option proposal. I remember on previous visits to West European
countries many people telling me about
the threat posed by the SS20s. Now
nobody seems afraid of them. What
happened? We want to destroy the
SS20s if the Americans will destroy
Pershing 2 and the cruise missiles. So I
am a little bit shocked about this
reaction, especially since the West
European countries could obviously
exercise some positive influence in the
arms race control process. •
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edor and I have, in the past,
been on opposite sides of the
barricades. He has been an
advisor on Soviet foreign policy at least since the time of Khrushchev; I have been involved in the
British side since at least the end of the
Second World War. But, reflecting on
the lessons of our own experience and
in the light of what we are learning
about the choice of futures, we both
feel the need very much to change our
basic approach to world affairs.
Since this meeting is organised by

Marxism Today, I would like to start
with one of the latest contributions to
marxist theory expressed in the jargon
of dialectical materialism. It goes like
this: 'The prevailing dialectic of present day development consists in a
combination of competition and confrontation between the two world systems, and a growing tendency towards
the interdependence of the countries of
the world community. This is precisely
the way, through the struggle of
opposites, through arduous effort and
groping in the dark to some extent, that
the controversial but interdependent
and in many ways integral world is
taking shape.'
Those are the words of Mikhail
Gorbachev speaking to the last congress of the Soviet Communist Party.
And to anybody with some knowledge
of Soviet history it is an almost
cataclysmic statement. Because it rejects the philosophy of the two camps
which has guided Soviet policy since
the time of Lenin and played a major
role in post-war Soviet policy, in favour
of trying to build security on cooperation between two opposing social
systems. And I agree very much with
Fedor Burlatsky that the Reykjavik
meeting did represent the first real
breakthrough since the war in this
direction.
ou have to start with the
arms race if only because it
is the dynamics of the arms
race which presents the
major threat to life on this planet.
Chernobyl sent a shock of horror
throughout the world, but there are
now 50,000 nuclear weapons under
Soviet and American control, representing a million Hiroshimas. And we
know that if there is another world war
with such weapons, no social system
will survive. The problem of stopping
an arms race which threatens to
destabilise relations between the two
systems has become the central
problem.
Now, in my opinion, since the Reykjavik summit, nothing will ever be the
same again. Because its outcome fundamentally changes relations between
America and Europe no less than
relations between Russia and the West.
Although Reagan and Gorbachev failed
to reach final agreement they did set an
agenda for the future from which
neither can now retreat.
The removal of all medium-range

Y

nuclear missiles from Europe is now
agreed in principle, although in practice it was blocked because Russia went
back on its earlier agreement not to
include shorter-range missiles too, and
to separate this issue of medium-range
missiles from the other issues like Star
Wars and strategic missiles.
Secondly, a 50% cut in all strategic
forces - not just missiles but also
bombers - was also agreed in principle
although in practice, as Fedor says, it
was blocked by America's refusal to
stick to the ABM Treaty in pursuing its
illusion of Star Wars. And thirdly.
President Reagan's proposal to abolish
all strategic ballistic missiles would
wipe out Britain's Polaris and Trident
forces, no less than American, Soviet,
Chinese and French missiles.
Now this represents a stupendously
important shift in the position of both
sides and, as I say, an agenda for trying
to reach agreement in future. And the
rest of the world must now insist that
the road-blocks to agreement are removed on both sides.
ut, simply to cut existing
nuclear forces, which was
jail that was discussed at
Reykjavik, will not stop the
nuclear arms race. I remember Gorbachev, in one of his earlier speeches,
saying that the real threat to the
survival of humanity is not so much the
weapons that now exist, as the attempt
by both sides to modernise those
weapons and to produce ever new
types. That is why I believe there must
also be a ban on the testing of new
nuclear weapons and the testing of
their delivery systems. What are now
national technical means - spies in the
sky, electronic intelligence, seismological devices, and so on - are perfectly
capable of monitoring and verifying an
agreement to ban all nuclear tests and
to stop the development of new delivery systems. That is why a nuclear
freeze is so important and in my view is
technically within our reach.
Now all countries in the world - and

Fedor Burlatsky has made this point in
many articles I have read - suffer from
a crippling economic burden in arms
spending; a burden which seems to be
growing year by year. And the only way
to produce big savings in the crippling
defence budgets on both sides is to
make big cuts in conventional forces
too: because anyone who has been a
defence minister knows that the biggest single component in defence costs
is the cost of training and maintaining
the manpower which is needed.
Unfortunately, nuclear weapons are
not very expensive compared with
conventional forces. And unless we can
cut conventional forces too, the arms
race will simply be diverted into new
areas equally dangerous to peace.
So the conclusion I draw from Reykjavik is that it has to some extent
broken the postwar log jam in relations
between the superpowers. The agenda
it has set, if it were turned into

concrete and practical agreements,
would completely change the psychological perception of each other both in
Moscow and in Washington. But if we
want to make progress in curbing the
arms race, we must complement this
agenda with a freeze on the testing of
new weapons, a ban on modernisation
and an agreement on conventional
forces too.
One of the points Fedor could have
elaborated on is that the Star Wars
programme, involving as it does research in something like 120 new
applications of physical principles to
warfare,-could well produce new nonnuclear weapons, the use of which
could be quite as horrific in their
consequences as the use of nuclear
weapons. A laser which is powerful
enough to burn a hole in a rocket during
the boost phase could also be used to
incinerate a city or for many other
purposes which could in their total
consequences be as damaging as an
all-out nuclear war.
I am encouraged by what has happened at Reykjavik: I think it has
provided us all with an opportunity. We
must all build on that opportunity and
we must be alert, above all, for the rats
getting at the agreements reached in
Reykjavik - there have been some
signs of that already in Washington and make certain that the European
members of the Western Alliance do
not at this stage of the game start
raising totally irrelevant national
preoccupations which detract from the
possibility of reaching agreements
which I believe are politically within
our reach. •
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Healey:
*lnmy
opinion, since
the Reykjavili
summit,
nothing will
ever be the
same again.'
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Important Issues in
World Politics Today.. •

WORLD
MARXIST
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Thomas F Remington
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the Soviet political
system in one single
volume.
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Meir VUner (Israel)
Main Obstacle to Peace in the Middle East
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into the historical
continuities of Russian/
Soviet politics
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analysis of the performance of the Soviet system
0 T^kes a close look at foreigiTpolicy and how it
interacts with domestic policy PAPER £8.95

Aziz Mohammed (Iraq).
A Readiness to Fight
Luis Sa (Portugal).
More Than an Electoral Alliance
Amerindian Masses in the Revolutionary
Movement. An International Symposium
Erich Hahn(GDR).
Socialism's Ethical Values
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c/o fiutchinson Education, Brookmount House,
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BEIJING REVIEW
A political weekly of news and views in
English, French and other 3 languages.
Airmailed all over the world from Beijing.
34 pp.
1 year £12.00
2 years £22.00
3 years £30.00
CHINA RECONSTRUCTS
An illustrated monthly of general coverage in Chinese, English French and
other 4 languages.
76 pp.
1 year £8.00
2 years £13.50
3 years £19.00
CHINESE LITERATURE
A literary quarterly in English and
French.
220 pp.
1 year £4.50
2 years £7.50
3 years £11.00

WOMEN O F CHINA
A monthly in English.
48 pp.
1 year £8.00
2 years £13 50
3 years £19.00
CHINA SPORTS
A monthly in English of sports news and
developments in China.
60 pp.
1 year £8.00
2 years £13.50
3 years £19.00
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CHINA PHILATELY
A publication every two months in
English.
52 pp.

1

year

£5.50

2 years

£9.00

3 years £13.00
CHINA'S SCREEN
A quarterly pictorial on best Chinese
films in Chinese, English and Spanish.
1 year £4.50
2 years £7.00
3 years £10.00
SHANGHAI PICTORIAL
An illustrated, city-oriented bimonthly in
Chinese and English.
44 pp.
1 year £6.50
2 years £11.00
3 years £16.00
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Sisters under The
Skin
Chestnuts roasting on an
open fire excepted, there
seems nothing more Christmassy and cosy and safe than
a panto. That's why wellheeled parents still blithely
drag their whining infants
away from the Boxing Day
sex and violence of the box to
the succour of the stage, for
the kids' first glorious experience of Uve theatre.
This inevitably revolves
around a tender and affecting love affair between two
women (one of them in tunic,
fishnet tights and stilettoes)
and the ghastly physical
humiliations of an old lady
who, when she's not falling
off her bicycle or losing her
drawers, is being frightened
to death by spooks in a
haunted bedroom. The patomime dame is grotesque,
bawdy and vulgar; she is the
very essence of pantomime
itself.
Originally a word meaning
'a story told by dance alone',
pantomime has gone through
many changes to arrive
where it is today. But even in
the 1880s - when Augustus
Harris first began staging
what we'd nowadays recognise as the modern panto, at
the Theatre Royal in London's Drury Lane - the genre
was considered extremely
vulgar and 'low'. For panto is
a mongrel, ragbag corruption of countless theatrical
forms which critics have
traced from the ancient Roman feast of Saturnalia
(when male and female participants ritually exchanged
clothing) via the low farce of
the Commedia dell' Arte,
Shakespeare's
comedies,
mime, burlesque, ballet,
fairy-tale romance and,
perhaps most important,
music hall.
It was from music hall that
the original dames all came,
bringing their speciality acts
- their knockabout routines
and singalong songsheets with them. The dame (Oxford English Dictionary definitions include 'An aged
housewife, mistress of a childrens' school. Matron. Mistress of a house') is a hardy

English perennial stereotype
who can be traced back to the
Wife of Bath and beyond. A
stock character introduced
as comic diversion, she is the
mother-in-law joke made
manifest.
It is said that the late 19th
century music hall great Dan
Leno - of whom, unfortunately, little visual record survives - made moving character studies of his dames, raising his Mother Goose and
Queen of Hearts into great
heights of artistry. But if this
was so he was, and indeed
still is, the exception to the
rule.
For the last 100 years British comedians (all of whom
appear to have a drag character in their repertoire even
now) and actors have relied
on bawdy knockout farce for
their applause, from the
Cook's famous slapstick baking scene in Dick Whittington to Widow Twankey's
lengthy, gross strip-tease
that culminates in the final
removal of a washing-line
full of voluminous bloomers.
Dames wear chandeliers in
their hair, get covered in
bucketsfull of water and most of all - keep getting
knocked over. No wonder
feminists
never
know
whether to laugh or cry?
Over the years panto has
gained a more genteel reputation, becoming finally 'respectable' when the Royal
Family started sending their
kiddies to it. And yet there
will always thankfully be
something iffy about this
Xmas travesty while the men
who play dames continue
ever-so-carefully to distinguish themselves from female
impersonators, and insist on
describing themselves as
character actors.
Even Danny La Rue, who
was at one time Britain's
highest-paid entertainer, and
has made his reputation out
of his 'glamour' drag, takes
every available opportunity
to distance himself from his
'lesser' travesty sisters. ('I
find the expression "female
impersonator" suspect. I am
a comedian who uses female

characters, but I never let
my audience forget I am a
man.')
In some senses La Rue is
quite literally nothing like a
dame: he does panto as an
Ugly Sister yet plays her
glam and never lowers himself to the knockabout
routine. Yet in essence there
is a little difference between
him and Old Mother Riley on
the one hand, or the drag
queen down the local pub
who is still bringing cucumbers out of her handbag on
the other. They are all sisters

under the skin, and there is
little chance of the dame figure becoming an endangered species when it's
arguable that men would use
f.ny old excuse to wear a
frock. And until this system
of male domination which we
call sexism evolves into
something less inbalanced,
men will continue to find relief in donning skirts, and
audiences will go on being
entranced by their caricature of androgyny, however
twisted and grotesque.©
Kris Kirk

Dykes and dames: up to their necks gender bending
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